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Abstract

With the influx of diverse financial data streams from the web,
traders face a deluge of information from various sources.
This requires them rapidly to understand, memorize, and fil-
trate crucial events for investment decisions. However, innate
cognitive limitations restrict human traders from processing
information within their perception and memory capacity, a
span much narrower than the actual volume of available in-
formation (Black 1986). Consequently, insufficiently consid-
ering or even dismissing critical events affecting trading de-
cisions becomes increasingly concerning as data availability
expands. To overcome the physical limitations in the mem-
ory systems of human traders, researchers have been consis-
tently working on designing autonomous trading agent sys-
tems. These systems are expected to effectively integrate all
available information and have a sophisticated backbone al-
gorithm for enhanced trading performance.
The development of autonomous trading systems has pro-
gressed from initial rule-based strategies (Edwards, Magee,
and Bassetti 2018) to advanced machine-learning algorithms
(Huang et al. 2019). Recently, Reinforcement Learning (RL)
agents, particularly those using Deep Reinforcement Learn-
ing (DRL) as their core algorithms (Millea 2021), have at-
tracted attention in both academia and industry. Leveraging
both RL principles and deep learning, DRL agents effectively
handle and learn from scalable and diverse financial data, in-
cluding stock prices, key financial indicators, and market sen-
timents. Research suggests DRLs can meet the crucial needs
of trading agents to process and make informed decisions
from large volumes of data. However, certain inherent fea-
tures of DRL algorithms exhibit notable deficiencies in finan-
cial applications. Firstly, DRL agents lack interpretabil-
ity in the rationale behind their decision-making (Bal-
hara et al. 2022). Secondly, integrating textual data with
numerical features, crucial in finance, poses a challenge
for DRL agents on convergence (Gershman and Ölveczky
2020). Thus, a backbone algorithm that offers transparent rea-
soning and effectively captures investment-related textual in-
sights is essential.
Recent advancements in Large Language Models (LLMs),
like Generative Pre-trained Transformers (GPTs) (OpenAI
2023), have opened new avenues for developing trading
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agents, addressing past limitations. These LLM-based agents
can articulate reasons and outcomes from their immediate ob-
servations. Their extensive pre-trained knowledge and abil-
ity to integrate diverse data sources, including textual and
numerical information, allow them to transcend the con-
straints of isolated environments. This approach, when rein-
forced with well-designed prompt templates, markedly im-
proves decision-making in various sectors (Wang et al. 2023).
Notably, a growing body of research has focused on uti-
lizing LLMs to make informed trading decisions for stocks
(Yang, Liu, and Wang 2023; Wu et al. 2023). However,
in currently available approaches, LLMs primarily serve as
a question-answering (QA) role rather than functioning as
autonomous agents. The potential issue with these ap-
proaches is the incapability of fully understanding the
varying timeliness associated with different types of fi-
nancial data. While these LLM agents outperform tradi-
tional trading benchmarks, their uniform processing in QA
sequences leads to failure in remembering key messages. Ad-
ditionally, their recognition of financial data timeliness de-
pends heavily on the uncertain and laborious fine-tuning of
LLMs. These shortfalls affect their daily knowledge updat-
ing capability, due to a lack of a memory component, thereby
diminishing their effectiveness in prioritizing critical events.
To bridge this gap, we introduce FINMEM, a novel LLM-
based autonomous trading agent. It excels in processing
multi-source financial data through a layered memory mod-
ule and adapts to market volatility by offering a self-adaptive
character setting.
Our concept is initially inspired by the Generative Agents
framework by Park et al., aimed at enhancing the efficient
retrieval of key events for general-purpose LLM agents. This
framework encompasses a unique character design and seed
memory, activating the agent upon specific query through
prompts. It prioritizes events in a unified memory stream,
ranked by a linear combination of recency, relevancy, and im-
portance. The framework (Park et al. 2023) lays the ground-
work for LLM agent design, featuring a character profiling
module, a memory module for recording and retrieving mem-
ories, and an action module for informed actions. This struc-
ture is instrumental in guiding the agent toward goal ful-
fillment in general social contexts. However, Park et al.’s
framework struggles with comprehending financial data
with varying timeliness and importance, like daily news
versus quarterly and annual reports. Key challenges involve
quantifying the distinct timeliness of data, optimizing infor-
mation retrieval, and providing detailed reflections to improve
the future decisions. To tackle these challenges, we further



propose FINMEM with the following improvements.
FINMEM maintains a modular approach similar to Park et al.,
but features novel design of profiling and memory modules.
The profiling module of FINMEM provides a trading-task-
specific professional background and includes a self-adaptive
risk inclination feature, augmenting its robustness against
market fluctuations. FINMEM’s memory module innovatively
incorporates working memory and layered long-term mem-
ory components, ideal for stratified information processing.
Its working memory acts as a dynamic “workspace,” enabling
operations like summarization, observation, and reflection
on information to facilitate trading decisions. Its long-term
memory, composed of shallow, intermediate, and deep layers
(Craik and Lockhart 1972), manages varied decay rates to re-
tain different types of information across various timescales,
aligning with their distinct timeliness. For instance, daily
news, with its immediate effects on stock markets, is chan-
neled into the shallow processing layer. Meanwhile, annual
company reports, exerting a more prolonged impact, are pro-
cessed in the deep layer by FINMEM. Each layer in FINMEM
prioritizes memory events based on the assemble of recency,
relevancy, and importance close to Park et al.’s method. How-
ever, it introduces new measurements for recency and im-
portance, tailored to better allocate and prioritize data in
the appropriate long-term memory layer. FINMEM’s memory
mechanism can also transit significantly impactful investment
memory events to deeper processing layers, ensuring their re-
tention for extended periods. FINMEM’s memory module can
mirror the human cognitive system (Sweller 2012) and fa-
cilitate agile, real-time decisions (Sun 2004). It enables con-
tinuous evolution in professional knowledge through struc-
tured summarizing, retrospecting experiences, and reacting
to new trading scenarios. Additionally, FINMEM includes a
decision-making module that synergizes top memories with
current market conditions to derive investment decisions.
FINMEM provides three key contributions:
FINMEM presents a state-of-the-art LLM-based trad-
ing agent with a human-aligned memory mechanism and
character design, particularly crafted to capture investment
insights from the financial market. In its agent memory mod-
ule design, FINMEM innovatively emulates human working
and layered long-term memory mechanisms. This approach
effectively harnesses the time-sensitive aspects of financial
data, capturing crucial investment insights and thereby boost-
ing trading performance. FINMEM’s profiling module fea-
tures dynamic character settings, enabling continuous up-
dates in domain knowledge and risk preference to adapt to
volatile trading environments. This enhances FINMEM’s ca-
pabilities. Our experiments show that FINMEM evolves its
knowledge base from past trades and ongoing market interac-
tions, maintaining robustness in complex market conditions.
FINMEM can utilize its distinctive features to expand the
agent’s perceptual range beyond the human limitation to
make well-informed trading decisions. Cognitive research
suggests that human working memory is limited to recalling
five to nine events at once (Miller 1956). While this avoids
information overload, it may lead to insufficient insight for
accurate decision-making. In contrast, FINMEM’s memory
module transcends this constraint. It allows adjusting cogni-
tive load by selecting a flexible number of top-ranked events
from each layer of its long-term memory, allowing FINMEM
to deliver superior trading decisions in data-rich contexts.
FINMEM achieves impressive trading performance using
training data that is limited in volume and spans a short

time period. Experiments show that training FINMEM with
a timeframe much shorter than that required by compara-
tive models. This efficiency stems from optimally utilizing
multi-source data and capturing critical trading signals. No-
tably, FINMEM is effective even on smaller datasets and with
general-purpose LLMs, with its performance expected to en-
hance further with larger, higher-quality financial datasets
and LLMs fine-tuned for financial applications.
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